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ABSTRACT 

 

In past 20 years, hard disk drive (HDD) areal density was kept 40% annual growth rate. With 

current perpendicular magnetic recording technology, it reaches the physical limitation of the 

hard disk. This causes the inability to maintain the growth rate for future product therefor it 

will impact the cost effectiveness of the HDD. 

Heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) technology is one of the methods which can make 

this breakthrough to fulfil the growth rate. It introduces the higher magnetic coercivity 

material to further squeeze down the magnetic cell size without sacrificing the thermal 

stability. One additional laser source is designed to temporarily reduce the magnetic 

coercivity during the HAMR writing process. Typically, to integrate the laser source in the 

conventional magnetic writing process, it requires submicron level accuracy.    

This study targets to understand the post bonding accuracy of passive bonder which entitled 

submicron accuracy ability. Through series experiments, the research investigated the 

different variation which induced from every process step before bonding. The biggest 

portion was defined by this study and the improvement was verified by actual product build. 

At the last part of this study, it discussed the future opportunity to fulfil the high volume 

production requirement. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Areal density of HDD (Hard Disk Drive)   

 

In past 20 years, the magnetic recording technology has changed from longitudinal magnetic 

recording to perpendicular magnetic recording. This improved the areal density from less 

than 20 gigabits/in^2 to 700 gigabits/in^2. The yearly increment was around 40% as shown in 

figure 1[1]. Presently, recording areal density development is reaching the physical limitation 

of the perpendicular magnetic recording. It is nearly impossible to sustain the 40% increment 

pace without development and introducing new technology.    

 

 
Figure 1 Areal Density Road Map 

 

With the motivation to maintain the constant yearly increment of areal density, HAMR (Heat 

Assisted Magnetic Recording) technology has been widely considered and accepted as one of 

the most likely solution to extend the magnetic recording technology.   

1.2 Background and Important Problem 

 

Heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) is the technology that uses the media which has 

smaller magnetic grain size compared to conventional ones. These smaller grains open up the 

possibility to further increase the areal density.  

 

Base on the perpendicular magnetic recording “Trilemma” which is shown in figure 2, it 

requires higher magnetic coercivity to provide the smaller magnetic grains with enough 

thermal stability.  

 

With the “Trilemma” constrain and current available writer material, to write on this hard 

magnetic material will require additional field to overcome the Ho. There is no known 

magnetic material in existence which can provide the magnetic field to write on the media.   
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Figure 2 Perpendicular Magnetic Recording “Trilemma” 

 

One of current solution is to apply an external laser to heat up the local region to reduce the 

media magnetic coercivity temporally during the writing process so that the field from 

magnetic head is able to write on the media, this process is shown in figure 3. When the 

magnetic grains are cools down, magnetic coercivity will recover and information will be 

pertained.   

 

 
Figure 3 HAMR Working Concept 

 

The energy source normally comes from a semiconductor laser diode chip bonded on a 

submount chip which is referred to as the Chip-On-Submount-Assembly (COSA). The COSA 

is attached to the back of the conventional magnetic head slider and the light energy from the 

laser diode chip is guided to the air bearing surface (ABS) through a waveguide to heat up the 

magnetic media. 

 

The critical requirement for COSA to slider bonding is the high accuracy which must be 

achieved, typical submicron level. The bonding process itself can be a eutectic or epoxy type 
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attachment. The high accuracy bonding requirement is needed to ensure that the output of the 

laser diode is aligned to the entry point of the waveguide in the slider. The alignment 

accuracy defines the amount of energy channel into the waveguide and therefore an 

efficiency of the whole assembly. When the alignment is poor, more energy is needed from 

the laser diode to ensure sufficient energy is channel through the waveguide. Poor alignment 

leads to low energy efficiency. 

 

1.2 Problem with Current Bonding Process 

 

 Current COSA to slider bonding process is a new process for this area and this is 

a passive conductive flip chip bonder; 

 There’s no prior work has been done for the machine process impact to the 

bonding accuracy; 

 The designed alignment between laser diode to waveguide is 0.5um for 1 sigma 

on both cross track and down track; 

 The bonding yield is very low which is less than 50% and indicated in figure 4. 

This is far away from the high volume production requirement;  

 A feasible path need to be studied for building the high volume COSA to slider 

bonding machine;  

 

 
Figure 4 Integrated Slider Assembly Optical Yield and Distribution (Defect are Red Shaded 

Portion) 

 

1.3 Objectives 

 

 To study the bonding process impact of COSA to slider alignment accuracy; 

 To study the alignment and bonding method to achieve high speed bonding; 

 To measure the current bonder’s impact to the accuracy by experimental method; 

 To improve the COSA to slider bonding yield by reducing the process effect  

 To develop a strategy for building the high volume bonder;  

 

1.4 Scope of Project 

 

The project’s scope will be bounded to study the COSA to slider bonding process by:  

 Study the bonding machine for its alignment accuracy by sample build; 
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 Study the bonding process steps affect to the accuracy with passive flip chip 

bonder by actual experiments; 

 Assess the yield improvement by far filed test process; 

 No optical design will be studied in this thesis; 

 This study is referred to Western Digital (Thailand) HAMR project.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1 HAMR head design and components  

 

One of the typical designs is to have a semiconductor laser diode bonded at the back side of 

conventional magnetic head through a Si submount. The assembly for laser diode and 

submount is called chip-on-submount-assembly or COSA. And the whole assembly for 

COSA and conventional magnetic head is called integrated-slider-assembly or ISA. One of 

the typical designs is illustrated in figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5 One of the HAMR Head Designs 

 

Semiconductor laser diode is the main component to provide the external energy for the 

writing process. There are around 8 types of laser diode are commonly used in different areas 

[7]. These different types of laser can be grouped in 4 categories which are bulk laser, 

quantum well laser, quantum wire laser and quantum dot laser. In HAMR application, the 

quantum well laser is used. Figure 6 describes the simple structure of the quantum well laser;  

 

 
Figure 6 Front view diagram of quantum well laser diode 
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Si submount physically is a gold coated block. This component is designed to fulfill 3 

requirements which include thermal requirement, electrical requirement and structural 

requirement. The design of one typical Si submount is described in figure 7.  

  

 
Figure 7 Drawing for one of the typical Si submounts 

 

Slider or magnetic recording head is the main component data write and read. The differences 

between HAMR slider with conventional slider are listed in table 1. 

 

 
Table 1 Comparison between HAMR slider and Non HAMR slider 

 

One major difference between HAMR slider and conventional slider is that HAMR slider has 

optical waveguide and near field transducer which is designed to guide the laser light from 

back side of the slider to the ABS. Figure 8 shows that the laser light is coupled into the 

waveguide at slider backside, after transmission, the light is emitted out from slider ABS for 

heating purpose during writing process.  

ABS Writor Reader
Light 

delivery
Read Write

HAMR Yes Yes Yes Yes TuMR
Write field + 

Optical energy

Non-HAMR Yes Yes Yes No TuMR Write field

Structural
Slider 

Type

Working Concept
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Figure 8 Waveguide transmits the light from slider backside to ABS 

 

The waveguide coupling efficiency can be estimated by spatial field’s overlap integral which 

is showed in equation (1). Because the waveguide coupling profile is governed by the 

Gaussian function [8], this allows the Eg follows the equation (2).  

 . 

 
Figure 9 Diagram of the waveguide field profile on both cross track and down track.az and 

ax are the half maximum point 

 

  (1) 

 

The Ef and Eg are fields from the laser diode and in the waveguide and dz and dx are for cross 

track and down track offset from the center point.  

 

  (2) 

 

Which r
2
 equals the summation x

2
 and z

2
, and ɑ is the radius of the laser light field at 

half-width-half-maximum intensity.   

 

The calculated result [9] shows that misalignment between laser diode and waveguide by 

0.7um either on cross track or down track, the coupling loss will be more than 50% of input 
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power. In the same work, the experimental measured result well agrees this calculated 

conclusion.       

 

 
Figure 10 Experimental measurement result of coupling efficiency is function of the (a) cross 

track and (b) down track misalignment. W is the cladding width 

. 

2.2 HAMR head fabrication processes  

 

The HAMR head fabrication processes are presented in figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 11 HAMR head fabrication processes 

 

The main process difference between HAMR head and conventional head includes COSA 

bonding, ISA bonding and series of tests mainly optical tests. 
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2.2.1 Chip On Submount Assembly bonding process 

 

COSA bonding is the process to mount laser diode on the Si submount with related 

parameters meeting product design. The alignment process uses a scanning displacement 

sensor to get the profile of laser diode front facet and submount front facet. Axes adjust the 

laser diode position according to 2 profiles difference. Normally this kind of alignment 

accuracy can meet as close as 0.3um.   

 

After the alignment, a fine fiber beam laser heats up the bottom of the submount via the 

vacuum hole of the holding fixture.  And the accumulated heat reaches solder melting 

temperature and solder starts to reflow. During the reflow, 30 gram force is applied by bond 

head to ensure the laser diode has good contact with melted solder. The joint is formed with 

laser turned off and the component is naturally cool down. This whole process is illustrated in 

figure 12.  

 

 
Figure 12 COSA Bonding Process: (a). pick up laser diode and place submount on stage; (b). 

Scanning displacement sensor aligns front facets for laser diode and submount; (c). Laser 

bonding; (d) Naturally cooling down 

 

2.2.2 Integrated Slider Assembly bonding process 

 

ISA bonding is the process to mount COSA on slider backside and finally to form the 

alignment between laser diode quantum well and waveguide.  

 

COSA and slider are loaded to the bond head and bond stage. The alignment uses a dual 

sights camera to look at the alignment fiducial marks on both COSA and slider which is 

called passive alignment. Machine adjusts the COSA and slider position base on the dual 

sight camera vision calculation which is calibrated to be the alignment accuracy 0.5um [4].  

After the alignment, bond head brings COSA and slider in contact. The conducted heat melts 

the solder, applied force ensures the COSA and solder contact well. Several seconds later the 

heater stops and the components cool down with the alignment formed.  This whole process 

is illustrated in figure 13.  
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Figure 13 ISA Bonding Proces: (a). load slider on bond stage and bond head holds COSA; 

(b). dual sight camera comes between COSA and slider, alignment process; (c). bond head 

brings COSA and slider in contact, applying force and heat to melt the solder; (d). ISA 

 

2.2.3 Far field test for HAMR head 

 

Currently, there's no physical way to measure the alignment between laser diode quantum 

well and slider waveguide entry after bonding process. So the far field measurement is 

introduced to be a gauge to judge whether the post bonding alignment goodness. Basically 

this measurement is directly measuring the light power which has been coupled into the 

waveguide and exiting the slider ABS. The setup is described in figure 14.  The ISA is 

probed and powered on; the laser light is coupled into the waveguide.  From slider ABS, the 

light beam can be observed by beam profiler [10].  

 

 
Figure 14 ISA Far Field Measurement Setup and Output 
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The result is calculated based on the for 3um circle which is represented the light beam which 

is called region of interest (ROI) power. This is calculated by effective power which is the 

total power in x, y area greater than the threshold.   

 

  (3) 

 

  After calculation, the ROI power is presented in figure 15 format.   

  

 
Figure 15 ISA Far Field Test Result Image 

 

2.2.4 Shear test for HAMR head 

 

To ensure the bonding joints are strong enough to hold the whole head form and sustain even 

in the high operational shock along its designed life time, these joints need to achieve certain 

strength force which separates the components apart from each other. To test such solder 

strength, a ROYCE 650 shear tester together with a customized shear test tip and holding 

fixture are used. And the whole test process is illustrated in below figure.  

 

 
Figure 16 Shear test process 
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It starts with manually load the ISA in the test holding fixture, then clamp the fixture on the 

shear test stage. After aligning the test tip to the ISA, clicks to start the test with preset 

program. As the preset process, the tip goes down to touch on the slider back side, lifts up 20 

um after the touch down is sensed.  And the tip starts to move forward to push on the side 

surface of the COSA and keep moving on until the solder joint breaks, then the test is end.  

The result is obtained immediately after the test is done, all the force greater than 0.15 kgf is 

passed the test.  

 

2.3 Flip-Chip bonding method 

 

In Horatio Quinones’ study, they introduced the process and designs for making the flip chip 

and solving the related problems such like the electrical shorting problem was minimized by 

originally embedded Ni and Cu in solder alloy to preventing solder fully collapse, various 

material were introduced for solving the fracturing, the electric charge built by ion based 

sputter was overcame by the implementation of radio frequency sputtering, the oxidization at 

the interface was improved by introducing an transition layers to improve the solubility of the 

interfaces, the joint fatigue problem was eliminated by soft solder with better strain character 

and this also can improve the electrical performance and productivity. [2]. Right now, flip 

chip technology is widely used in optical industries. One of the applications that Gordon 

Elger studied shows that flip chip technology could fulfil 1 um post bonding accuracy 

requirement via solders pad design, solder compound selection with high accuracy flip chip 

bonding equipment.[3].  

 

2.4 High accuracy flip chip bonding equipment 

 

ISA bonder is originally designed for high accuracy flip chip bonding. From the machine 

design, to achieve the high accuracy bonding, the machine structure, the alignment system 

and the soldering system normally are the main sections which a manufacturer needs to 

consider with. Toray Engineering Co .Ltd(Toray), a Japanese company made a series 

improvements on these three portions and the result shows that the machine could achieve a 

submicron level alignment.  

 

2.4.1 Machine structure  

 

For machine structure, Toray focused on machine’s layout, axes’ movement and alignment 

mechanism design for this machine to ensure machine has good foundation. This foundation 

provides sufficient support for all the improvements which were done on other portions.   

They arranged the interior machine layout as “Figure 17” shows. There are three main 

portions in the machine, bonding head, 2 view camera and bonding stage. For bonding head, 

one z-axis is mounted with it and installed on a granite stone structure. This axis moves the 

bonding head up and down. For 2 view camera, three axes are mounted with it and installed 

on the granite stone base which separated from the bonding head. These axes move the 2 

view camera left and right, in and out and also up and down. For bonding stage, one set of 

xyw axes is mounted with it and installed on the granite stone base which separated from 

both bonding head and 2 view camera. This set of axes moves the bonding stage left and 

right, in and out and also clockwise and counter clockwise rotation. The substrate and chip 

tray holding stages are installed on the bonding stage and just next to the heat stage which the 
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substrate is loaded to.  For calibration purpose, there is one calibration camera and two 

fiducial gauges installed on the bonding stage as well.  

 

 
Figure 17 Flip-Chip Bonder Layout and Movement 

 

When machine detects misalignment for upper and lower view of the 2 view camera, it will 

calibrate them with integrated fiducial gauges and the third camera. This is shown in “Figure 

18” 

 

 
Figure 18 2 View Camera Calibration Process; 

 (1). 2 sight camera moves between two glass chips; (2). 2 sight camera detect the fiducial 

marks on both glass chips; (3). Machine aligns the fiducial marks on both glass chips; (4). 2 

sight camera retracts; (5). Machine brings 2 glass chip close to each other and 3rd bottom 

camera check the misalignment between two glass chips; (6). Correct the shift which caused 

by 2 sight camera.   
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2.4.2 Alignment System 

 

The alignment system, Toray mainly improved the vision algorithm, optics’ distortion, 

thermal effect for the optics, axes’ accuracy, bond head z-axis’ repeatability and alignment 

process flow to make the machine able to achieve a high accuracy alignment.  

They changed the conventional gray scale pattern matching to be the vector correlation 

pattern matching which patented by Cognex LTD.[5]. This provides a 0.05um vision 

capability which allows them to leverage the same size of field of view and is a big milestone 

for machine to achieve submicron level accuracy. Besides the vision algorithm, the optics 

distortion is overcome by reading the fiducial gauges which used for camera calibration 

which is similar with what Luosi and Zongxia did [6].  This brings the aberration from 3um 

down to 0.2um which is another significant step for machine accuracy. The normal optics 

distortion is shown in “Figure 19” which is as much as 30~40um distortion can be found 

along different point of the lens.  

   

 
Figure 19 Optics Distortion with x and y axis along lens 

 

At the same time, Toray leveraged the camera calibration design and added a temperature 

monitoring mechanism as a trigger to compensate the thermal effect which may cause several 

microns error and is shown in “Figure 20”. This helps to bring such error down to 0.15um/°C. 

 

 
Figure 20 Thermal Effect on Optics Along Time Series, this cause up to 5~10um shift 
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After considering all the effects from vision system, the axes’ accuracy is another area that 

Toray made improvement on to enable the machine to achieve high accuracy. For bonding 

stage axes, Toray used direct driving servo motors instead of conventional servo motors. This 

brings the linear accuracy from typical 1um down to 0.1um and angular accuracy down to 

0.5millidegree. Beside this, they also concerned the repeatability during bonding head z-axis 

moving down.  By installing a high rigid guide unit including 2 NC motor for X theta and Y 

theta rotational adjustment, they are able to increase this accuracy to 0.018um on x axis and 

0.025um on y axis. This can refer to “Figure 21” and “Figure 22”. 

 

 
Figure 21 Bonding Head Z-Axis Repeatability 

 

 
Figure 22 Bonding Head Parallelism Adjustment 

 

To ensure all these improvements work fine for bringing the machine to achieve the high 

accuracy alignment the confirmation steps are added into the machine process flow. This 

works every time after the alignment process is finished and before bonding head lower down 

to mount chip on substrate. This added process is able to tell the alignment accuracy for each 

mounting is meeting 0.1um accuracy. 

 

2.4.3 Soldering system 

 

For soldering system, this bonder is mainly uses conductive heating for soldering process at 

the same time of soldering the heat also transferred through ambient convection. This 3D 

dimensional heat transfer model is described in figure 23.  
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Figure 23 3D dimensional Heat Transfer 

 

The transfer function is governed by  

 

  (4) 

 
   

  
, 

   

  
, 

   

  
 – Heat flow rate in axes x, y and z; 

 

Q – Internal heat generated; 

ρ – Material density; 

cp – specific heat capacity; 
  

  
 – Rate of temperature change over time; 

 

Toray improved the heater design and material, heat isolation between heater and other 

components, bonding force control, thermal expansion compensation, expansion monitor, 

bonding profile capability and the bonding environment. These improvements increase the 

heat transfer and at the same time ensure a stable bonding environment which maximizes the 

post bond accuracy from final alignment result.  

 

They modified the heater material to be less thermal expansion and more durable but 

maintain the response speed with conventional pulse heater as 130-150°C/s. This 

modification minimizes the hazard to post bonding accuracy from heaters. Besides the heater, 

they applied the heat isolation between heater and the other bonding head components which 

measured in 25mm distance as 33°C while the heater is 218°C. 

 

Besides the heat and expansion management for heater and the tools, a multifunctional air 

slider on the bonding head is implemented for various purposes, eg stabilize the bonding 

force, compensate the thermal expansion, precisely control the bonding force etc . This can 

refer to “Figure 24” and “Figure 25”.   

 

This air slider works together with the pneumatic system. It can control the bonding force as 

small as 0.5gram starting with 5gram. When the elongation happens on either components or 

tools, the air slider can compensate such displacement without increasing the pressing force.  

And at same time, the integrated displacement sensor collects the information for the total 

amount of elongation. This information allows us to set the bonding profile according to the 

real situation to maximize the post bonding accuracy.   
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Figure 24 Head Elongation Relief Mechanism 

 

 
Figure 25 Air Slider for Bond Head 

 

Another hardware improvement that this machine made for the soldering system is the 

protection gas atmosphere. This improvement prevents the oxidation happens during the 

soldering process, a pneumatic system for N2 gas is equipped in the machine which is shown 

in “Figure 26”.   

 

 
Figure 26 N2 Environment 

 

Besides the hardware improvements, the bonding profile design enhances the machine’s 

adaptability. This includes the separate multiple steps temperature control for heating tools, 

multiple steps bonding force control and multiple steps pressing height control. This can be 

referred to “Figure 27” 
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Figure 27 Bonding Profile multiple steps Control 

 

2.5 Patmax Vision  

 

Patmax is developed by Cognex ltd as the flagship algorithm of feature based detection 

algorithm. This algorithm can provide quite high detection accuracy and detection speed. 

In past period, object detection application were mainly 4 types of method which includes 

blob analysis method, template matching, normalized correction and specialized pattern 

finder. These algorithms were used to popular in their own area for certain period. But 

because of the real situation’s big variability, all these methods were more or less showed 

inability in certain area. One comparison is shown in table 2. 

 

 
Table 2 Comparison of object detection algorithms 

 

Patmax was developed with most of the disadvantages which found in other algorithms 

compensated with feature detection method.   

 

Past Object Detection Algorithm Advantage Disadvantage

Blob analysis 1.High accuracy

2.Fast detect speed

1. inability on connected object

2. accuracy affected by low contrast 

and image degradation

Template matching 1. Simple teaching

2. Provide inspection option

1. low accuracy

2. easily be affected by object surface 

condition

Normalized correction(NC) 1.High accuracy

2.Not affected by surface condition

3. Tolerate connected object

4. Tolerate image degradation

5. Work well on low contrast

1. Time consuming

2. affected by orientation and size

3. affected by shading

Specialized pattern finder 1. work for some limitation of Blob and 

NC eg. Line and arc detection.

1. Not general

2. Training process is complex

3. Less toleration for image degradation

Patmax 1. Geometrical pattern matching

2. Tolerate and measures NC 

disadvantage

3. High speed, robust, easy operate 

and general

4. High accuracy

5. Provide inspection option

For machine used for ISA bonding, 

some features of Patmax are not 

available. Only standard module.  
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The teach process starts with a training image which can be real image or hand drew 

searching geometry. Then algorithm extracts the features by marking out the contour 

boundary which each point provides a position and orientation as the localized coordinate. 

At the same time, this algorithm introduces the concept granularity which used for 

determining the detection level as the granularity increase from 1 to 10 the detection starts 

from fine detection to coarse detection. This helps algorithm improves detection speed and 

accuracy.  And the granularity is defined during training step which algorithm judges with 

the training image or hand drew geometry.  

 

During running image searching, algorithm extracts the features from the running image and 

does the 6 degree of freedom (DOF) affine search to match the feature with pattern we 

taught. And then uses the localized coordinate to define the pose of the features. Such 

searching accuracy had been experimentally verified as0.025 pixel on translation, 0.02° on 

rotational and 0.05% on scale.   

 

The inspection is the process to rate the matching between each boundary orientation of the 

running image to the pattern.  

 

These whole teaching process and working processes are presented in figure 28. 

 

 
Figure 28 Patmax algorithm diagram and working flow 

 

The patmax feature detection concept also can be described as figure 29 shown. The 

algorithm extracts the each feature in the running image and pattern base on the granularity 

that determined during training process.  

 

 
Figure 29 Patmax feature detection concept 
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Different granularity level causes the detection is targeted in different size range. This 

concept is described in figure 30. To separate the features in the image into different scale, 

this helps algorithm detect the specific feature more fast compared to detect all features in 

one shot.  

 

 
Figure 30 Granularity affects patmax detection result 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 
 

The main focus points of this thesis are to verify the machine accuracy and product 

performance by experimental method.  

 

The study starts with the machine verification compared to its design target. After that it will 

be assessed by building some initial products. And this study also will further decouple the 

effects which come from each machine process steps so that to understand the requirement. 

This will help to figure out the feasible path to meet the high production yield. The potential 

benefit is for the future high volume manufacturing (HVM) equipment design and 

fabrication. To find the proper bonding target, the Gaussian fitting method is proposed base 

on the small sample size coupling mapping process.  

 

After these studies, a verification build will be arranged to assess the result from each study 

to conclude the findings. As of these have been done, some of the future work will be 

discussed to wrap of this thesis.  

 

The whole study structure described above is shown in figure 31.  

 

 
Figure 31 Study structure 

 

3.1 Bonding Machine Verification  

 

In bonder verification portion, the items which affect bonding accuracy from 5 main areas 

will be verified. In which the alignment accuracy is mainly to verify the ability to maintain 

the optical vision system detection accuracy with certain environment variation tolerated. The 

force control accuracy is to ensure the machine can repeatable control the force in precise and 

this is also one of the critical parameters for forming solder joint. And finally the two main 

characteristics of heater design - heat up and cooling down speed are to be verified as the 

sufficient thermal speed can provide more flexible soldering process. The figure 32 shows the 

structure of verification for the five main areas and their components.   
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Figure 32 Bonding Machine Verification Structure 

 

3.1.1 Passive alignment accuracy verification 

 

To verify the machine alignment system accuracy, it uses the integrated bottom camera as 

gauge to measure the misalignment between two standard glass chips. The expectation of this 

test is to verify the robustness of the machine alignment mechanism includes vision algorithm 

detection accuracy, axis movement and thermal effect to the system.   

 

As the setup, two standard glass gauges will be used. The lower glass gauge is fixed on top of 

the bottom camera and bond head holds another glass chip. During alignment process, 

machine uses dual vision camera to capture the fiducial marks on both chips, then calculates 

the distance between these marks and drives to compensate the gap for both chips. After that, 

the dual vision camera captures the chips again for validation of the alignment. It will iterate 

this process as the validation result fails the criteria that pre-set. Until it passes, the axes bring 

the two chips close to each other with 0.5mm separation and the bottom camera measures and 

records the misalignment. 

 

The validation setup is described in table 3.  

 

 

 
Table 3 Validation Setup and specifications for Passive bonder alignment accuracy 

 

The target is to detect 0.15um difference to ensure the machine alignment capability is 

±0.5um by 3 σ.  
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Base on the statistical sample size selection that shown in figure 33, 16 test cycles can be 

used to distinguish 0.15um mean difference with 95% confidence level. This is based on 

historical sigma 0.15um which is also what manufacturer claimed to. To ensure the 

robustness of the alignment mechanism, 5 different starting points are used to represent worst 

case that may accounted in normal product built. This results with totally 125 alignment 

cycles and 25 cycles/points.  

 

The experiment flow is shown in figure 34 

 

 
Figure 33 Sample size selection 

 

 
Figure 34 Machine alignment verification flow 

 

3.1.2 Machine force control verification 
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This test will use the integrated load cell gauge which is calibrated by standard weight block 

to measure the actual output for preset forces from 5 gf to the max 1kgf with 3 times repeat to 

verify the repeatability of the control.  

 

The validation setup and criteria are listed in table 4.  

 

 

 
Table 4 Validation Setup and specifications for Force Control Verification 

 

To enhance the robustness of the system for the study purpose, machine is designed to be 

capable for applying a very wide range of force from 5gf up to 1kgf. And the potential 

bonding forces at the low region of the machine capability.  This is shown in figure 35.  

 

 
Figure 35 Bonding force vs. machine force control capability 

 

The experiment flow is shown in figure 36.  
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Figure 36 Machine force control verification flow 

 

3.1.3 Bond head bonding tool surface temperature repeatability 

 

This test will use a surface contact thermal meter to measure the bonding tool surface 

temperature 3 times at different setting temperatures. To do in this way, it is expected the 

bond tool surface temperature uniformity can be verified.  

 

The contact thermal meter used will be the LINE SEIKI TC-950/H.204422 and it’s shown in 

figure 37. The verification setup is listed at table 5. 
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Figure 37 Line SEIKI TC-950 Thermal Meter 

 

 
Table 5 Bond Tool Surface Temperature Verification Setup and Criteria 

 

3.1.4 Bond head heater temperature ramp up speed test 

 

One of the critical performance factors for the resistance heating bonder is the temperature 

ramp up speed at bonding tool surface. Bonding process is expected to be finished within 

short time to minimize the oxidation of the solder material.   

 

To evaluate the bonder’s bonding tool surface temperature ramp up speed, the Keyence NR 

series data logger will be used to capture the integrated thermal couple’s analog signal to 

identify the time used for ramping up. The Keyence NR series data logger and the 

verification temperature are shown in figure 38 and table 6.  

 

 
Figure 38 Keyence NR series Data logger 
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Table 6 Bond Tool Temperature Ramp up Speed Verification Setup and Criteria 

 

3.1.5 Bond head heater temperature cooling down speed test 

As the machine is designed the air cooling tunnel for bonding tool to expedite the process. 

This is expected to be better control for the thermal profile of the bonding process. To verify 

the design’s performance, the same test procedure with ramp up speed is used. And the setup 

is shown in table 7.   

 

 
Table 7 Bond Tool Surface Temperature Ramp up Speed Verification Setup and Criteria 

 

3.1.6 Bond stage heater and tool verification 

 

As the bonding stage will perform the similar task with the bond head, the procedure which is 

used for verifying the performance of the bond head are used here.  

 

3.2 Product Bond Verification 

 

After verifying the machine performance, a product build is planned for verifying the initial 

performance of the bonder accuracy by using the product optical yield which measured by the 

far field test. 

3.2.1 Initial Bonding Condition Define  

 

The initial bonding condition was defined by 3 factors with 3 levels response surface design 

of experiment (DOE) method to fulfil the requirement for the shear strength of the ISA which 

is greater than 150gf. The DOE's setup and result are shown in table 8. The main output 

parameter is the shear strength average but the sigma is also looked to understand the trend of 

the variation.   The response model in figure 39 shows it statistically fit well to this 

experiment with the p value less than 0.05 and RSq greater than 0.85 for both shear strength 

average and sigma. Accordingly the space which meets the requirement is shown in figure 40 

and two points from the space are verified to be true as there's well agreement between the 

space model and the actual data.   
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Table 8 Response Surface DOE Matrix and Summary Result for Shear Strength 

 

 
Figure 39 Response Model Result for Shear Strength Mean and Sigma 

 

 
Figure 40 Response Bonding Space with 2 Points Verified 

 

The critical initial bonding condition was selected base on the DOE result as shown in figure 

41. And the rest settings are set based on machine manufacturer's suggestion. 

 

Machine handles components with 120°C applied on bondhead, during alignment process it 

uses 120°C on bondhead and 100°C on bondstage. After the alignment, bondhead brings the 

components to the pre-contact point which is a height the components are very close to each 

other. The temperatures are maintained from the alignment process. For the bonding process, 
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the bondhead uses 300°C and 195°C on stage for 24s. 70gf holding force with 0.3mm over 

travel is applied to hold the components together while the solder melting and cooling down.  

 

 
Figure 41 Initial bonding Condition for Product Build 

 

3.2.2 Product Build Verification 

 

After set machine to the initial bonding condition, do the test bond and the main purpose is to 

adjust the alignment between quantum well and waveguide, also the orientation of the COSA 

at slider backside to ensure the right relationship between laser diode and waveguide. This is 

shown in figure 42. After adjusting the laser diode to the right orientation to the slider which 

the COSA horizontally sits at the backside of the slider, shifts the bonding position along 

down track to generate the down track mapping curve by averaging the optical far field 

power measured from the bonded parts. One sample curve is shown in figure 43 for 

reference.   

 

 
Figure 42 Relationship between Laser Diode and Slider 
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Figure 43 Sample Mapping Curve for Far Field Power Average Method 

 

3.3 Process Variation Study  

 

Along bonding process, there are many factors from mainly 4 areas will affect the final 

bonding process accuracy – Bonding alignment, Interface contact, Soldering and cooling, 

Non process related. Their relationship is presented in figure 44.  

 

 

 
Figure 44 Fish bone diagram for factors that affect final bonding accuracy 

 

For this study, each factor will be experimentally measured and the sample standard deviation 

(STD) will be calculated based on the equation (5).  In which the N is denoted as sample 

size,  i is denoted as each measurement value and    is the average value for all measured 

data.  

  

STD =  
 

   
          

    - (5) 

 

The measurement result will be recorded in table 9. In which the testing condition for each 

factors is also recorded. Finally, to calculate the overall variation on plane x-axis and y-axis 

from the bonder, it takes sum root square from all steps on x and y. this is shown by equation 

(6) and (7).    
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Table 9 Study matrix for breakdown factors which affect final bonding accuracy 

 

Sigma_X =             
  - (6) 

Sigma_Y =             
  - (7) 

 

3.3.1 Bonding alignment 

 

Calibration accuracy 

 

The calibration accuracy will follow the flow in “3.1.1 Passive alignment accuracy 

verification”.  And the handling temperature is set to be initial setting that 120°C on bond 

head and 100°C on bond stage. This test is to verify the calibration accuracy for the real 

alignment process and 60 times calibration results will be considered to have the distinguish 

resolution less than 0.1um which is calculated based on 0.15um historical sigma and is shown 

in figure 45.   

 

 
Figure 45 Sample size selection 

 

 

0.00 0.00

Category Variation Components X _ Sigma Y_ Sigma Description

Vision Calibration Accuracy Glass gauge calibration result for 60 sample points

Vision Variation _ Slider ±10um thickness range

Vision Variation _ COSA ±10um height range

Vision thermal drift_Lower_Cam 0.15°C thermal calibration threshold

Vision thermal drift_Upper_Cam 0.15°C thermal calibration threshold

Stage, Axes accuracy 0.5um pitch with ±4.5um movement distance

Z movement variation on XY 2.4mm movement distance

Interface Contact parallelism 0.5° tilt on downtrack

COSA orientation average 0.13um sigma on downtrack for pickup

Contact force 20gf contact force

Contact Temperature 120/100°C contact temperature

Bond tool thermal expansion Calculated with Fourier's Law and Linear thermal expansion

WG position variation 3 sections from 3 wafers measurement (RTAY, RTMA, RTMK)

LD QW position variation Vendor confirm

Current Variations

Overall Variation Sigma

Bonding 

Alignment

Interface 

contact

Soldering 

& Cooling 

Non 

Process 

Related
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Vision variation 

 

This experiment is to verify the component dimensional variation impact to vision accuracy. 

The method is to use vision to capture the fiducial marks position with ±10um defocus which 

is to represent for the component thickness variation. The details experiment flow is showing 

figure 46. To minimize the vision variation, it starts with teaching the pattern for vision 

system and the patterns are illustrated on the right of the figure 46. During manually 

capturing, it requires to also record the temperature on the split optics to ensure there's no 

significant thermal drift for each measurement.    

 

 
Figure 46 Experiment flow for component dimension impact to vision accuracy. 

 

Thermal drift     

 

This experiment is to verify the temperature on split optics impacts the accuracy for 

alignment process by measuring the fiducials position along different optics temperature.  

To minimize the vision variation, it starts with teaching the vision pattern. By assuring the 

detection score, the vision accuracy is ensured. Manually detect the fiducial position along 

different temperature from 0°C to 0.5°C with 0.05°C pitch shown by optics temperature 

sensor. The flow is shown in figure 47.  
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Figure 47 Experiment flow for thermal drift impact to vision accuracy. 

 

Stage Axis Accuracy   

 

This experiment is to measure the gap between command and the actual movement for the x 

and y axes which are the main moving mechanism for either alignment or material handling. 

Their variations directly affect the final alignment. This experiment will be done in room 

temperature and mainly verify the short stroke as 4.5um with 0.5um pitch which is the fine 

alignment region dimension.  To minimize the vision variation, it will start with teaching the 

vision pattern.  Then manually command the movement on x or y axis and measured detect 

the fiducial’s positions. This is shown in figure 48 .   

  

 
Figure 48 Experiment flow for axes variation 

 

3.3.2 Interface contact: 
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This area mainly happens after the alignment process and before the soldering process.  Two 

major factors will be studied - z axis movement impact to x-y position which is the x-y shift 

while bondhead moves down to bring components close. And the interface contact drift.  

  

Bond head z-axis movement  

     

This experiment is to measure the amount of drift on x-y axes that caused by z axis 2.4mm 

movement with vision system.  This is to keep all aspects as same but only moves the 

bondhead up to it's hard limitation which is 2.4mm and back to it's original height to recheck 

the component's position. The flow will be similar to other experiments to teach the pattern to 

minimize the vision variation.   

 

Interface contact     

  

This experiment verifies the combination effect from COSA pick up orientation variation, 

contact force and contact temperature. As this experiment is also based on the vision, it will 

do the similar process to minimize the variation.  After that, it picks up the COSA and 

measure fiducials position with optics temperature recorded.  Then bring the COSA and 

slider contact with initial bonding force which is 70gf.  Finally, brings the COSA to original 

height to detect the fiducials position again with the optics temperature same as pre-detection.   

 

3.3.3 Soldering and Cooling 

 

From soldering and the cooling area the major factor is the thermal expansion for bond head 

and the bond stage as well as the COSA and slider. The mismatched expansion from either of 

the components will affect the bonding accuracy.   

 

This work will estimate the temperature at interface between COSA and slider with Fourier’s 

law which shown in equation (8). After get the temperature, the linear expansion for each 

component will be considered. The linear thermal expansion is shown in equation (9).  

 

In this study, it assumes the points at the centre of the vacuum holes have no expansion. To 

simplify the problem, this study assumes there's enough friction force between bonding tools 

and components to cause the components shift with tool asymmetry holding. At the same 

time, because of the solder thickness is around 1% of components, it's effect to the system 

will be ignored.   

 

The geometrical aspect of the bond head and stage is presented in figure 49.  
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Figure 49 Bond head and bond stage dimension for expansion calculation.    

  

The Fourier’s law 

    
  

  
   - (8)[11] 

 
q – Heat flux (W/m

2
) 

  – Thermal conductivity (W/m.K) 
  

  
 – Temperature gradient along x direction 

 

The linear thermal expansion 

               - (9)[12] 

 
L – Linear expansion 

L1 – Initial length 

a – Coefficient of linear expansion of the material 

T1 – Initial temperature 

T2 – Final temperature 

 

 

Components Material 
Thermal Conductivity 

(W/m.K) 

Linear Thermal 

expansion 

(/°C) 

Bond stage Customized Ceramic  21 7.80E-06 

Bond head Customized Ceramic  21 7.80E-06 

Slider body AlTiC 21 7.60E-06 

Submount Si 130 2.60E-06 

Laser diode GaAs 55 5.73E-06 

Table 10 Material thermal properties for each component [13] 

 

3.3.4 Non process related 

 

Non process related which is mainly the component variation that this work will focus - the 

WG position variation, WG functional yield, LD quantum well position variation and its 

functional yield.   

 

WG position variation  
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This is to sample measurement of the WG position relative to slider alignment fiducials 

across the wafer sections which are targeted to be production parts. The measurement will be 

performed by 1500x magnification measurement optical microscope with integrated image 

software. Total sample size will be 3 wafers with 6 points per bar by 12 bars per wafer with 

from section A, C and E. 

 

The figure 50 shows the wafer layout and the shade highlighted sections are main area will 

get slider sampled.  

 

 
Figure 50 Wafer Layout(left), Alignment fiducial measurement(right) 

 

WG functional yield  

 

This experiment is mainly use pseudo butt couple far field test station to measure the bar 

form sliders. It uses a standalone laser source which simulates the laser source on COSA to 

emit laser light to couple into the WG with semi-auto alignment. By measuring the power 

from ABS we can know the whether the WG is function well or not.  Calculates the yield 

with certain amount samples across several wafers, it will be considered in further sample 

build. 

 

LD quantum well position variation 

 

Because of the metrology availability constrain, the quantum well position variation will take 

from the laser diode supplier.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1 Bonding Machine Verification Result 

 

4.1.1 Passive alignment accuracy verification result 

 

As chapter 2 mentioned that the literature of this passive bonder claims that this bonder can 

achieve submicron accuracy. The experimental results were plotted with statistical 

distribution. The data is the gap distance between upper gauge and lower gauge fiducial 

marks that calculated based on the bottom camera detection.   

 

With the 125 times verification result, it shows with the standard glass gauges, the linear 

alignment accuracy of this machine is actually can achieve submicron level and the angular 

alignment accuracy also can achieve sub-degree level. The results in figure 51a to 51c show 

the x-axis and y-axis is well distributed from -0.3um to 0.2um with the sigma 0.1um. And the 

theta-axis is also well distributed -0.03º to 0.04º with the sigma 0.02º. All the process 

capability indicators - CPK for these three axes show that with the standard gauges this 

passive bonder can have quite high confidence to achieve the specifications of 0.5um linear 

accuracy and 0.2 degree angular accuracy.   

 

 
Figure 51a  Experimental X-axis Alignment 

Accuracy (unit in mm) 

 
Figure 51b. Experimental Y-axis Alignment 

Accuracy (unit in mm)  
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Figure 51c. Experimental θ-axis Alignment Accuracy (unit in mm) 

 

4.1.2 Pressure force verification result 

 

The pressure force control is defined as two portions which one is from 0gf to 40gf and the 

other one is from 40 to 1000gf. When machine setting force is less than 40gf, the difference 

between measurement and setting should not exceed ±3gf. When the machine setting is from 

40gf to 1000gf, the actual measurement should not deviate from the setting value ±7%. The 

experimental result is plotted in the figure 52. The two portions were separated by one thin 

yellow line. In which the dotted lines represented specifications for upper and lower (USL 

and LSL) of its force setting range. And the solid lines represent the difference value between 

actual measurements and machine setting. This includes one maximum and one minimum 

difference from three times measurements. 

 

Any point of these solid lines is not supposed to locate at outside of either dotted line if the 

machine performs as it’s designed. For the both left and right portions of this result, it is 

observed that none of the delta values locate at outside of any dotted lines. 

 

 
Figure 52 Experimental result for force control deviation(unit in gram force - gf) 
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4.1.3 Bond head and stage temperature repeatability result 

 

The temperature control is defined as two portions which one is from 0 ºC to 200ºC and the 

other one is from 200 ºC to 350 ºC. When machine setting temperature is less than 200ºC, the 

difference between measurement and setting should not exceed ±10ºC. When the machine 

setting is from 200ºC to 350ºC, the actual measurement should not deviate from the setting 

value ±5%. The experimental result is plot in the figure 52a to 52b for both bond head and 

stage. The two portions in both plots were separated by one thin yellow line. And in both 

plots, the dotted lines represented specifications for upper and lower (USL and LSL) of the 

setting range. And the solid lines represent the actual delta value between actual 

measurements and machine setting. This includes one maximum and one minimum delta 

from three times measurements.  

 

Similar to the pressure force test, none of the deltas should be out of the dotted lines as the 

machine performs as it’s designed.  For the charts in both 52a and 52b, we can observe that 

the actual delta points for either setting are well distributed at the middle between two dotted 

lines.  
 

 
Figure 53a. Experimental result for Bond 

Head Temperature repeatability 

 
Figure 53b. Experimental result for Bond 

Stage Temperature repeatability  

 

4.1.4 Bond head and stage temperature ramp up result 

 

The bond head and stage temperature heating ramp up test result is separated in two portions 

which one is to heat from 150 ºC to 250ºC and the other one is from 250 ºC to 350 ºC. The 

thermal couple’s anolog signal of both bond head and stage are plotted in figure 54a and 54b 

with time series. Each of the plots is separated as 150 ºC to 250ºC at upper plot and 250 ºC to 

350ºC at lower plot.  

 

As the specification defined, the temperature ramp up speed of both bond head and stage 

should be faster than 60 ºC/s.  In either case, the ramp up time for both bond head and stage 

should be less than 2s with 100 ºC temperature range.  

 

In result graphs, the signal start from left bottom, with the heating starts the signals rise and 

finally stable at set values. In these four charts, the ramp up speed for actual are around 

100ºC/s.
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Figure 54a Experimental result for Bond 

Head Temperature ramp up 

 
Figure 54b. Experimental result for Bond 

Stage Temperature ramp up  

 

4.1.5 Bond head temperature cooling down result 

 

The bond head and stage cooling down test result is plotted in figure 55a and 55b for both 

bond head and stage. The cooling down start temperature is 300 ºC and stop at 100 ºC.  

 

As the specification defined, the cooling down speed of both bond head and stage should be 

less than 20s cool from 300 ºC to 100 ºC.  The measurements start from the 300 ºC at left 

top area in each plot. And the cooling down time is the counted from 0 sec on x-axis until 12 

sec at right side of the chart that the red curve hits the 100 ºC.  
 

 
Figure 55a Experimental result for Bond 

Head Cooling down 

 
Figure 54a. Experimental result for Bond 

Stage Cooling down  

 

4.2 Prototype builds result 
With the criteria of power at the region of interest must be greater than 5uW to fulfil the 

optical performance requirement. To verify the initial yield of the bonder, totally 550 piece 

samples were built along 7 days. The optical power box plot associated with accumulative 

distribution chart and the statistical summary are plotted in figure 56a and 56b.  
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The box plot in 56a shows that the optical performance of each day varied a lot. The mean 

value of each box plot varies from 5.4uW as lowest to 17uW as highest but most of the 

standard deviations are close similar which is close to 9uW. This can be observed in figure 

56b.  With such day to day variation, the builds’ yield is from 45%-80%.  

 

 
Figure 56a Box plot of 7 days initial build, and cumulative plot of each day 

 

 
Figure 56b. Statistical summary for builds 

 

4.3 Machine Variation Study Result 

 

The results for each study items were summarized in the table 11. The to highest variation 

source that affect the final bonding y-axis accuracy are vision system thermal drift and the 

material interface contact during bonding.  
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Table 11 Study matrix summary result, units are in (um) 

 

4.3.1 Bonding alignment,  

 

Vision calibration accuracy result 

 

The accuracy of the machine vision calibration with product is summarized in the figure 57. 

The left bar chart shows that the vision calibration accuracy for x-axis is well distributed 

from -0.2um to 0.3um, and the sigma is around 0.07um. The right bar chart shows that the 

vision calibration accuracy for x-axis is well distributed from -0.2um to 0.4um, and the sigma 

is around 0.09um. 

0.43 0.69

Category Variation Components X _ Sigma Y_ Sigma Description

Vision Calibration Accuracy 0.07 0.09 Glass gauge calibration result for 60 sample points

Vision Variation _ Slider 0.08 0.04 ±10um thickness range

Vision Variation _ COSA 0.06 0.03 ±10um height range

Vision thermal drift_Lower_Cam 0.15°C thermal calibration threshold

Vision thermal drift_Upper_Cam 0.15°C thermal calibration threshold

Stage, Axes accuracy 0.10 0.10 0.5um movement distance

Z movement variation on XY 0.02 0.07 2.4mm movement distance

Interface Contact parallelism 0.5° tilt on downtrack

COSA orientation average 0.13um sigma on downtrack for pickup

Contact force 20gf contact force

Contact Temperature 120/100°C contact temperature

Bond tool thermal expansion 0.00 0.12 Calculated with Fourier's Law and Linear thermal expansion

WG position variation 0.10 0.20 3 sections from 3 wafers measurement (RTAY, RTMA, RTMK)

LD QW position variation 0.10 0.10 Vendor confirm

Interface 

contact 0.34 0.54

Soldering 

& Cooling 

Non 

Process 

Related

Current Variations

Overall Variation Sigma

Bonding 

Alignment

0.17 0.31
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Figure 57 Summary for vision calibration result, unit in (mm) 

 

Vision variation 

 

The machine vision variation caused by actual material thickness is calculated as the delta of 

each sequentially measured two positions. It represents the shift of the detection that caused 

by the thickness change. In the summary that plotted in figure 58, the left two charts are 

described for COSA alignment marker x-axis and y-axis detection variation by upper camera 

sight. The right two charts are described for slider alignment marker x-axis and y-axis 

detection variation by lower camera sight. 

 

The COSA x-axis detection shift from -0.3um to 0.24umwith ±10um thickness changed. The 

median shift is around 0.002um and the standard deviation is around 0.064um. Similarly the 

y-axis shifts from -0.08um to 0.08um with the thickness changed. The median shift is around 

-0.004um and the standard deviation is around 0.03um.  

 

On another hand, the slider x-axis shift is from -0.3um to 0.3um with the 20um range 

thickness changed. And the median shift is around 0 and the standard deviation is around 

0.08um. And for the y-axis the median shift is around -0.01um with the standard deviation 

0.05um.    
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Figure 58 Summary for vision variation, units are in (um) 

 

Vision thermal drift 

 

The machine vision thermal drift is measured the vision detection shift along the optics’ 

temperature change. This experiment detects the same still components’ the position with 

each 0.05°C temperature increased until totally 0.5°C. And the delta between the positions 

detected from upper camera and lower camera is calculated. Initially if there’s no drift or 

upper and lower optics drift in the same way, the delta is supposed to be zero.  

The measurement result is plotted in figure 59. The left two charts are x-axis mean and 

standard deviation and the two on the right side are y-axis mean and standard deviation charts.  

Both mean charts show the data of each temperature point is divergent and the standard 

deviations increase along the temperature shift. With the optics temperature increases, the 

vision detection x-axis will shift to lower side and y-axis will slightly shift to higher side.   
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Figure 59 Summary for vision thermal drift, units are in (um) 

 

Stage movement accuracy 

 

The bonding stage axes movement accuracy result is summarized in figure 60. In which the 

x-axis is iteration for the movement and y-axis is the actual number that measured by CCD 

camera. The difference between command and actual is mostly within ±0.05um.  

  

 
Figure 60 Summary for axes movement accuracy, units are in (um) 

 

4.3.2 Interface Contact 

 

Bond head z-axis movement impact to x-y plane 

 

The bonding head z-axis movement impact result is summarized in figure 61. The detection 

was made after each iteration of 2.4mm up and down movement. The difference of two 

sequential detections was calculated and plotted for both x-axis and y-axis.  
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The charts show that the x-axis shift is well distributed from -0.065um to 0.03um with 

standard deviation 0.02um and the y-axis is well distributed from -0.28um to 0.007um with 

the standard deviation 0.07um.   

 

 
Figure 61 Summary for z-axis impact, units are in (um) 

 

Interface contact drift result 

 

The interface contact drift is measured the vision detection shift after various interface 

parallelism, chip vendor at fixed working temperature and force. The data taken was the 

difference between post-contact and pre-contact position detected.  

 

The summary result is plotted in figure 62. The charts show x-axis shift after interface contact 

have similar distribution and standard deviations along various conditions for WDF COSA. 

The standard deviations are around 0.34um. On another hand, the right side charts show y-

axis has similar distribution and standard deviations for most conditions unless the interface 

parallelism greater than 0.5 degree that causes a sudden divergence for the distribution and 

big jump for the standard deviation.  
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Figure 62 Summary for interface contact shift, units are in (um, degree, °C and gram force) 

   

4.3.3 Soldering and Cooling 

 

Bond tool thermal expansion 

 

To simplify the problem, this study assumes there's enough friction force between bonding 

tools and components to cause the components shift with tool asymmetry holding. At the 

same time, because of the solder thickness is around 1% of components, it will be treated as 

isothermal and its effect to the system will be ignored. The third is that when the linear 

thermal expansion coefficient of the tool is bigger than contacted component, the tool's 

expansion will take the dominant effect for the shift. And the last is to assume the model is 

static thermal model which means all components will reach the equilibrium status. 

The first step is to calculate the temperature at temperature at front facet of the LD and the 

top of the slider body, then calculate the relative shift between quantum well and the wave 

guide that caused by thermal expansion mismatch. As the thermal conductivity coefficient of 

Si is more than 6 times higher than AlTiC, the temperature profile from the bond head until 

bond stage is presented in the down track cross section view in figure 63 as well as the related 

dimensions of the components. Thermal flux flow through the bottom of submount qsm is 

equal to the slider upper surface qsld.    

 

qsm = qsld      (10) 

qsm =     
  

  
 )sm =     

         

   
 )sm  (11)   

qsld =    
  

  
 )sld =     

          

    
 )sld  (12) 

    
         

   
 )sm =     

          

    
 )sld  (13) 

     = 272.2 °C     (14) 
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Figure 63 Down track section view: Thermal Expansion for Each Component and 

Temperature Drop Across the Component. In the model 

 “Red” Line represents quantum well 

“Yellow” Line represents wave guide 

 
The pickup accuracy is ±10um. The bond head heat the COSA from 120°C to 300°C and the 

bond stage heats the slider from 100°C to 195°C. The shift between quantum well and 

waveguide is estimated as the thermal expansion mismatch.  The position of the quantum 

well on LD is estimated as the summation of LD expansion, SM expansion and the shift 

between SM and bond head tool. The similar way to estimate the waveguide position on 

slider is the summation of the slider expansion and the shift between bond stage and slider. 

This is expressed as the equation which is one of the worst cases for the y-axis: 

 

Lshift_y = (LTbd_SM + LSM + LLD) – (LSLD -LTstg_SLD )    (15) 

 

In which the shift between the bond head tool and SM as well as the shift between bond stage 

and slider is estimated with ±10um pick up accuracy and integrated along the pickup offset. 

 

LTbd_SM =                         
    

 
    (16) 

LTstg_SLD =                           
      

 
    (17) 

 

So put the 16 and 17 into 15, the shift is as: 

 

Lshift_y =                    
    

 
                   –                     

    

 

                     (18) 

       

Lshift_y = 1.2e-7m = 0.12um 

 

The similar calculation is made for the x-axis which is shown in figure 64. 
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Lshift_x = (LTbd_SM + LSM + LLD) – (LSLD -LTstg_SLD )    (19) 

LTbd_SM =                         
    

 
    (20) 

LTstg_SLD =                           
    

 
    (21) 

Lshift_x = 4e-10m = 4e-4um 

 

 
Figure 64 Cross track section view: Thermal Expansion for Each Component. 

“Red” Line represents quantum well 

“Yellow” Line represents wave guide 

 

4.3.4 Non Process Related 

 

Waveguide position relative to alignment marker variation 

 

The waveguide position measurement result is shown in figure 54. Across the whole charts, 

the x-axis is shown more stable compared to y-axis for both mean and sigma. For x-axis, all 

three wafers show similar mean and sigma for all its 12 bars, but there’s a trend for mean that 

the section A is always higher than section C and followed by the section E. For y-axis, the 

section C always has lower variation compared to rest two sections.   

 

For each wafer, 4 parameters were calculated which are: overall measurement averages, 

average variations within bars, the variations across bars and the overall variation for each 

wafer. It is shown in table 12.  

 

For overall summary, it’s shown in table 13. The overall variations are 0.1um for x-axis and 

0.2um for y-axis. 
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Figure 65 Waveguide position measurement result for 36 bars from 3 wafers. 

 

 
Table 12 The summary result for each wafer, units are in (um) 

 

Average Within bar

Between 

bar Overall Average Within bar

Between 

bar Overall

Wafer1 49.814 0.055 0.081 0.096 2.274 0.076 0.182 0.198

Wafer2 49.794 0.071 0.085 0.106 2.355 0.030 0.242 0.233

Wafer3 49.764 0.059 0.071 0.089 2.330 0.033 0.172 0.177

X Y

Wafer
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Table 13 The summary result for overall, units is in (um) 

 

Quantum Well Position Variation 

 

Finally for quantum well position, here’s no actual measurement on the quantum well 

position because of the limitation of the metrology. There’s no available method to measure it. 

But as laser diode manufacturer committed, the variation of the quantum well position is 

defined by the process resolution which is around 0.1 um on both x and y axes.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper, the flip chip bonder was investigated for its designed abilities; the real parts 

build verification and investigations for each step which will affect the final bonding 

alignment. And finally took these investigation results to achieve the improvement for the 

part build yield.  

 

5.1 Conclusion for bonding machine verification and initial part build 

 

In this section, it demonstrated the 0.5um alignment accuracy, less than 5% deviation force 

control, more than 100°C/s temperature ramp up capability. With all these abilities, it builds 

up a stable platform for HAMR product development which requires ultra-high precision 

assembly process to ensure the right alignment between the quantum-well and waveguide.  

However, with several days’ continuous build, it does not show the process could provide 

good alignment when bonds the real product. The optical yield varies from 80% to be 30%. 

This seems to indicate that having only the ultra-high accuracy equipment is not enough to 

achieve high accuracy bonding but also should consider the variation that happens during the 

whole bonding process.  

5.2 Conclusion for machine variation study and improvement 

 

In this section, it systematically studied the variations along the whole bonding process. The 

estimation for the variation of x-axis is around 0.45um and 0.7um for y-axis. This is 40% 

more compared to the requirement 0.5um variation on y-axis. 

 

With the variation matrix, it shows this 40% more is mainly caused by the interface contact; 

the vision camera thermal drift and the components’ waveguide position variation. To verify 

these variations’ effect on the yield from these top three areas, a verification build was 

arranged with some actions taken. Figure 66. 

 

 To minimize the components shift caused by holding force, it changed the bond 

holding force from initial 70gf to be 30gf.  

 To minimize contact shift, it minimized the contact speed from initial 0.3mm/s to 

be 0.1mm/s.  

 To ensure the parallelism for the bonding surface, it controls the component 

parallelism between back facet and front facet to be less than 0.5 degree and 

calibrate the machine tool parallelism with the real components.  

 To minimize the camera thermal drift and also not impact the machine 

throughput, it changed the calibration temperature from initial 0.3°C to be 0.15°C 

 To minimize the components waveguide position variation, it selects the sliders 

from same wafer section 

 

The build result shows that the optical yield is 98% which is significantly improved from the 

actions without affecting the shear strength. This can be referred in figure 67. With this 

improved demonstration build, it shows that the series study in this paper well captures the 

variations for the whole bonding process.   
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Figure 66 Action Taken for Improvements 

 

 

 
Figure 67 Part Build Summary after Improvements 

 

5.3 Future work 

 

As measurement shows, it will be the real issue if the waveguide position relative to the 

alignment marker varies across different bars and wafers. This will seriously degrade the final 

bonding accuracy if it exists in long term wafer process.  

 

Active alignment which directly use the light emitted from the LD to do the alignment, this 

will help to overcome the variations which caused by the waveguide position variation. But 

stability to use the laser light and waveguide to do the alignment will become one of the 

studies that requires for the future bonder design as well as the alignment system stability 

versus the temperature change.  
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APPENDICS 

 

Appendix 1 

 

Gauge R&R of the Machine Vision System 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Runs Slider No. X_1 Y_1 Runs Slider No. X_1 Y_1 Runs Slider No. X_1 Y_1

1 1 -152.950 322.000 1 1 -152.880 321.670 1 1 -153.070 321.350

2 1 -153.060 321.920 2 1 -152.840 321.500 2 1 -152.840 321.150

3 1 -152.910 321.870 3 1 -152.770 321.470 3 1 -151.820 321.080

1 2 -95.410 303.080 1 2 -95.590 304.370 1 2 -95.690 304.600

2 2 -95.340 303.590 2 2 -95.600 304.520 2 2 -95.750 304.710

3 2 -95.380 303.910 3 2 -95.810 304.620 3 2 -95.680 304.830

1 3 -180.420 313.200 1 3 -179.770 312.480 1 3 -179.710 311.960

2 3 -180.230 312.940 2 3 -179.790 312.270 2 3 -179.540 311.790

3 3 -179.930 312.800 3 3 -179.550 312.210 3 3 -179.620 311.620

1 4 -194.120 319.960 1 4 -193.960 319.720 1 4 -195.270 321.120

2 4 -193.990 319.770 2 4 -194.050 319.640 2 4 -195.260 321.440

3 4 -193.950 319.690 3 4 -194.140 319.680 3 4 -195.230 321.630

1 5 -185.860 320.810 1 5 -185.840 321.010 1 5 -186.020 321.000

2 5 -185.810 320.920 2 5 -185.850 321.000 2 5 -185.870 320.920

3 5 -185.820 320.940 3 5 -185.820 320.930 3 5 -186.050 320.770

1 6 -166.620 313.800 1 6 -166.930 313.250 1 6 -166.900 313.680

2 6 -166.510 313.810 2 6 -166.890 313.550 2 6 -167.070 313.800

3 6 -166.910 313.150 3 6 -166.940 313.620 3 6 -166.910 313.940

1 7 -168.540 318.620 1 7 -168.130 318.600 1 7 -168.070 318.670

2 7 -168.330 318.580 2 7 -168.110 318.580 2 7 -168.540 318.620

3 7 -168.120 318.580 3 7 -168.070 318.650 3 7 -168.140 318.600

1 8 -167.940 322.990 1 8 -168.050 323.580 1 8 -168.140 324.010

2 8 -168.130 323.120 2 8 -168.040 323.610 2 8 -168.260 324.220

3 8 -167.910 323.220 3 8 -168.080 323.850 3 8 -168.340 324.240

1 9 -186.000 318.500 1 9 -185.810 318.200 1 9 -185.820 318.110

2 9 -185.830 318.360 2 9 -185.970 318.110 2 9 -185.860 318.040

3 9 -185.890 318.330 3 9 -185.920 318.990 3 9 -185.860 317.980

1 10 -201.960 322.820 1 10 -202.390 323.330 1 10 -202.580 323.230

2 10 -202.470 323.290 2 10 -202.460 323.310 2 10 -202.340 323.150

3 10 -202.490 323.290 3 10 -202.350 323.190 3 10 -202.280 323.130

Operator #1 Operator #2 Operator #3
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Gauge R&R of the Machine Vision System for X-Axis Detection 
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Gauge R&R of the Machine Vision System for Y-Axis Detection 
 

 


